EMS-D210 X-frame Mobile Transporter Cot Stretcher
1.Sturdy X-frame undercarriage 2.Sewing-down side rails t protect patient when transfer 3.Height
adjustment 4..Adjustable backrest from 0°to 75° 5.Breakaway head section
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Overview
The Mobile transporter is made of high strength aluminum. It has sturdy X-frame undercarriage, which is easily
raised by second EMT during loading. Dual ratchet bar adjustment mechanism is simple to operate and permits
height adjustment from 38cm to 100cm .The ambulance stretcher head section can be folded down. Adjustable
backrest angle from 0 to 75 degree allows patient to be in a comfortable position, leg angel can be adjusted in 0 to
35 degree freely. Only one or two person raise and slide the stretcher on to the ambulance; The stretcher can be
locked up after being aboard through the chute; Safety U-bar and hook holds the Mobile Transporter at the rear
of the ambulance during unloading as undercarriage is lowered to the ground. It is mainly used for ambulances,
hospitals and emergency centers transferring the patient. Mattress fabric and color also include safety belts models
all can be customized. The castor size: φ150mm wide rubber castors;

Features
▪▪ Made of high-strength aluminum
▪▪ One person cot when empty. Sturdy X-frame undercarriage is easily raised by second EMT while loading
▪▪ Swing-down side rails to protect patient when transfer
▪▪ Adjustable height

levels of height adjustment), two loading heights
▪▪ Adjustable gas spring-assist backrest from 0°to75°
▪▪ Head-end can be folded up and down, special design for easy entering elevators
▪▪ Safety U-Bar and Hook to hold the mobile transporter cot stretcher inside ambulance as undercarriage is lowered
▪▪ Mattress available in orange, black
▪▪ Restraints available in black and orange
▪▪ φ150mm wide rubber castors

Accessories

Optional

▪▪ Waterproof seamless welding PVC

▪▪ IV pole

mattress (8cm thickness foam)
▪▪ Vest type belt &3pcs belts for chest, hip
and knee
▪▪ Fixing device

▪▪ Oxygen holder
▪▪ Head extension
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▪▪ Eight bed level height positions (dual ratchet bar adjustment mechanism is simple to operate and permits eight

▪▪ Defibrillator platform
▪▪ Storage bag

Model

EMS-D210

Product Size (L×W×H)

200×56×100 cm

Low Position (L×W×H)

200×56×38 cm

Back Angle

75°

N.W.

43kg

Load Limit

250kg

Packing size(L×W×H)

205×65×47cm

G.W.

60Kg

20’GP

80pcs

40’GP

160pcs
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Specifications

* Specifications shall be subject to any changes without additional notices; Please visit stretchers.cn for lastest information.
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